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We tix a rational prime p. possibly 2. and a CM field K. Let Ai1 denote the 
minus component of the p-primary class group of K,, the basic Z,-extension of K. 
The Pontryagin dual (Ai7 )” is a noetherian, torsion L,[[T]]-module whose 
characteristic polynomial we denote by ,f( T). Iwasawa’s Main Conjecture relates 
the algebraically defined f (T) to an analytically defined power series F( 7) given by 
a p-adic L-function. Using the analytic class number formula, we give evidence for 
it based on the Iwasawa invariants of f(T) and F(T). I would like to thank 
Benedict H. Gross for suggesting this approach. ko 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K be a CM field with maximal totally real subfield A, 
G(K/R) = { 1, J}. Let Q, be the (unique) Z,-extension of Q. Set 
R, = RQ, , K, = KQ,, and G, = G(R,//). By R, we denote the unique 
subfield of & with [R,: k] =p”. Let K,, = Kd,,. 
Let pzp denote the group of 2pth roots of unity. Let u be a fixed 
topological generator of 1 + 2p[R n Q u3 : O] Z,. If c is a p-power root of 
unity, define a,([) = [“. Then o,, is a topological generator of 
G(Ra(p2p)/R(pL2p)) and its restriction to R,,, denoted (T, is a topological 
generator of G,. 
If n < m, there is a natural map A,” --* A, of p-class groups and we let 
A,= = l&4, relative to these homomorphisms. We define A,,= similarly. 
The norm maps from K, to R, induce a natural exact sequence 
of discrete G,-modules. When p is odd, clearly 
B=A&= {C&4,_ 1 PfJ= l} 
and in fact this is true even when p = 2 [Fl]. The Pontryagin dual 
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B’= HomZp(B, 0,/Z,) has a natural structure as a compact Z,[G,~]- 
module, and we give it the structure of Z,[ [T-J]-module, by requiring T 
act as c - 1. Then B” is a noetherian, torsion ZP[ [ T] ]-module [ IV], hence 
has a characteristic polynomial f(T). 
Let 1: G(K,/R) -+ { + 1) be the quadratic character corresponding to the 
imaginary quadratic extension K, /R, and let 8: G(K,,/d) -t C; be the 
p-adic Teichmiiller character. 
Fix an isomorphism r: CP + C. If tj: G(K,/R) + Cd is a character, the 
p-adic L-function L,(ll/e, S) is the unique continuous function from Z, to 
Q, whose values are related to those of the Artin L-series L($‘, S) by 
for all n < 0 with n = 1 mod[Q&): 01. 
Let 5’ denote the set of places of R which ramify in K or which divide p 
or infinity. There is a unique power series F(T)E Z,[ [T]] such that if 
$: G(K,/6) + C; is a one dimensional character with ll/(J) = - 1 and con- 
ductor in S, then 
The power series F(T) is a twist of the power series given by the 
Deligne-Ribet measure [S]. 
II. THE PROBLEM 
Given a power series g(T) E ZP[ [ 7’11, the Weierstrass preparation 
theorem [W] guarantees that we may uniquely write 
g(T) = PW 0 4 n 
where u(T) E Z,[ [ r]] * and b(T) is a product of distinguished irreducible 
polynomials (i.e., irreducible polynomials of the form T” + a, T”-’ + 
’ . . + a, with ai EpZ,,, i = l,..., n). Let & = deg b(T). The integers pLg and E., 
are the Iwasawa invariants of g( T). 
In this paper we give a simple proof that F(T) and 2tk10 ‘j-( T) have the 
same Iwasawa invariants, i.e., 
A,= Af and 
if p is odd 
if p = 2. (*I 
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Note that the Main Conjecture of Iwasawa theory conjectures that F(T) is 
the product of 2 [“o]f( T) and an element of Z,[ [ T] ] *, hence predicts (*). 
Iwasawa [I] proved (*) in the case K= Q(,u,) and p I 2m, and in (C), 
Coates claimed that if p is odd and K 2 pp. (*) may be proved using the 
analytic class number formula. Mazur and Wiles [MW] have proved the 
Main conjecture whenever p is odd, 1 is abelian, and K= ,4(pzP). 
III. THE PRC~OF 
Step 1. The Analytic Class Number Formula 
Let h,” and h,” denote the class numbers of R, and K,, and E,” and E, 
their unit groups. Let pLKn signify the group of roots of unity of K,,. The unit 
index QKni4. = CE,: PK, &. E 1, which is equal to 1 or 2, stabilizes for suf- 
ficiently large n [K]: 
Q Win = &I/R,-, for nb0. 
The analytic class number formula applied to the extension K, says that 
where the product is over all characters II/: G(k,/A) + C;. Looking at the 
class number formula for K,, _, as well as for K,, we find 
where $,, runs over all characters $,,: G(I,//) + C; of exact order p”. 
Hence 
for n % 0. 
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On the other hand, by the definition of the p-adic L-function, 
F ~,(~,,X~~ oJ}r=n n (1 -XV) Ic/Sz)) u$:xT, 0) 
in /dP 
for n S 0. 
Therefore, 
Step 2. The Power Series F(T) 
We write M-B to indicate that CI and fl are p-adic numbers with the 
same valuation. 
As in Step 1, $,, will always signify a p-adic character of G(R,/R) of exact 
order n. 
Since L15.i~=I.cp-~fl (1 - [) =p, if b(T) is a distinguished polynomial 
n b([ - 1) qdegh. 
Therefore, taking a Weierstrass preparation for F(T), 
Hence 
and ifp=2, 
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Therefore, we always have 
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0) fl &e(o-‘) pqc’)- l),p(p”-P”-‘)~F+~F. 
*. 
Next observe that 
y (iu-l)=u”” fl (i-u-‘) 
i 
$=I @= I 
= fUqU-P”- 1) 
= fl(l-ZY) 
-p”2p[AnQ,: Cl], n B 0. 
Consequently, 
(ii) n,,(xe(o~l)ll/,(a)u-l)~n~,~pn=~,~dl~~~~(iu- 1)-p for n%O. 
Let us now recall the fundamental relationship between 
F(xell/,,(a-‘) us- 1) and L,($,xB, s): 
Combining this with (i) and (ii) yields 
n q$,xe, ())-p(P”-P”-‘)PF+aFx * If 
*. 
I . 
Km ZAm(pzp) 
1 
i 
if L = ~,hp)~ 
whence Step 1 gives us 
-p-P-“C~:Ql x h,lh,n 
h,n-,lh,nm, 
,p-Pp”-‘)P’F+h 
Step 3. The Polynomial f (T) 
Iwasawa has proved [W] that there are integers A,, A,, pr, pK, u4(, and 
uK such that 
h & - pPm + n&c + UK for n>>O 
and 
h 4” 
wpP”“l inlr t”1 for n 9 0. 
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Moreover, the exactness of 
yields 
Hence 
p(P”pP”-‘)uJ+jy, kdItn 
hKn-,/h,nm, 
for nb0. 
Combining this with the result of Step 2 we have 
2(p”-p”-‘)[+?:Q] (p”--p”-‘)jq+i,f 
P ,p(P”-P”%F+iF for n+O. 
Therefore 
and 
if p is odd 
if p=2. 
as desired. 
IV. REMARK 
When A is a field for which Leopoldt’s conjecture holds and 
K, = R,,(p,,), one can give an alternate proof of our result by looking at 
F(u - 1). It is based on a Kummer theoretic interpretation of B and class 
field theory (see [Cl, [Fl], and [F2]). 
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